
I’m still holding my breath a bit, but I think Spring has 
finally arrived. Not just on the calendar, but it seems that the 
weather got the memo, too. In my last column, I had a picture of 
my daffodils poking their leaves through the ground surrounded 
by snow. Yesterday -- two months later -- the first daffodil flower 
finally bloomed. I am ready. And, I’m guessing you are, too. It 

has seemed like a long, cold winter. 
And now, with Easter happening about as late as it can be, those traditional spring 

events -- Easter, Mother’s Day, graduations -- will be jammed into a few weeks before 
Memorial Day and the start of summer. It really is going to feel like a short spring.

I appreciate the significance of Easter with its sunrise service followed by our 
church breakfast and hunting Easter eggs, getting a little pampering on Mother’s Day 
and the excitement of watching kids graduating and moving on with their lives, but it’s 
Memorial Day that has always been a time of special memories for me. Our family was 
often busy on Memorial Day -- farmers don’t get to spend a day at the lake when it’s 
time to plant and wheat harvest is fast approaching -- and we didn’t go to the observanc-
es at the various cemetaries around us. But, we did have our tradition. 

My mother had a mental (she actually wrote some of them down) list of relatives 
whose graves we decorated with flowers each year in two different cemetaries. I grew 
up in a community where both of my parents had spent their whole lives living in a two-
mile radius of their “home places” surrounded by a large group of their aunts, uncles 
and cousins. And, they liked to tell stories about growing up. We’d load up the flowers 
into the car and off we’d go. There were a couple that always involved a hunt -- was 
cousin Marilyn’s grave off this lane or the next one. As we visited the graves of long-
dead great grandparents, aunts and uncles, my mother would tell me about them. When 
I grew up and married, I didn’t go with her when she put the flowers out, but I could 
always expect a call on Memorial Day evening asking if I wanted to go with her to pick 
up flowers - and I always did. There is nothing prettier on the Kansas prairie than a 
peaceful cemetary on Memorial Day with its flower-bedecked graves and flapping flags. 

The years have passed and now it’s me putting out the flowers and gathering them 
back up. Two of the graves I decorate are my parents along with my grandparents and 
my infant nephew -- not quite the list of 10-15 my mom took care of -- but important 
none-the-less. And, now I notice not only the graves with blankets of flowers, but also 
the ones that have none. The people who no longer have “people” in the area or are no 
longer remembered. My daughter doesn’t live close and sometimes I wonder who will 
take care of “our people” when I no longer can. And, then I remind myself that the im-
portant things are the memories we make each and every day -- for that is what a makes 
family. 

I hope you make some great memories this spring. Enjoy every moment with 
friends and family -- and take the time to smell some of those gorgeous spring flowers!
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Celebrating 30 Years of Publishing, Part IV
by Barbara Floyd, Founder, The Country Register

Deadlines!!! I seem to need them still. Here I am at final deadline time for this 
article. My good intentions were to have several articles ahead of time before January. I 
knew a good month or more in advance that on January 8th I would be having major fu-
sion surgery on my lower back. It took months and almost seven years of pain to get to 
that conclusion and go through all the necessary hoops to arrive at this point. 

It included picking a time when my daughters could leave their busy lives and 
become my caregivers for a month. I did not know my oldest sister’s health would pick 
the same time to spiral downwards. She had not been in her best of health for the last 
four years! The day after my surgery she turned 85 and the following week her jour-
ney here on earth ended as did her suffering from congestive heart failure. She will be 
greatly missed forever.

One of my comforters and supporters during this past month is Lydia Harris. Many 
of our readers will recognize her “A Cup of Tea with Lydia” articles. We actually met in 
Walla Walla, WA, along with Country Register publisher Glena Dunn of Nevada. Glena 
and I are often in Walla Walla at the same time as we both have family there. One June, 
years ago, we met up with Lydia, who lives in Western Washington, and we enjoyed a 
delightful tea lunch at a local tea room that has since closed. Lydia has been writing a 
tea column for The Country Register for twenty years. That is a lot of columns, and she 
amazes me. 

The publishers get to choose their own writers and many have included Lydia’s 
column. Her five grandchildren call her “Grandma Tea” and, in this coming August, her 
new cookbook, In The Kitchen with Grandma: Stirring Up Tasty Memories Together, 
will release from Harvest House Publishers. I have appreciated Lydia’s friendship 
through these past 20 years and her welcome emails, often in the evening, just sending a 
“tea-lightful” note or sharing life’s experiences or a recipe or two. Sometimes her hand-
written notes include some special tea bags, so I enjoyed a new flavor she sent when she 
heard about my sister. I drank it out of a cup my sister had given me in years past. 

I can’t begin to tell you of all the many and varied writers who have contributed to 
the interesting and successful content in the papers over the years. I am so grateful to 
them all! Many recipes have been shared. A number of writers are within the quilting 
circle. Marlene Oddie of Washington was living in Walla Walla when I first met her, 
and her parents were living in the Phoenix area. Her articles, “KISSed Quilts,” appear 
in many of The Country Registers and she now lives and has her shop in Grand Coulee, 
WA.

In looking at back issues of The Country Register of Arizona from 1991 through 
January 1992, I found local features, including many articles generated by our office, 
which then consisted of a part time graphics person and myself. There was no network 
of writers or publishers and there were still just the Arizona and Michigan papers. We 
promoted lots of bed and breakfasts and often did feature articles on them as well as 
various local shops. Goose collecting was exchanged for cows. It is interesting how 
trends cycle -- certain styles of cows and other animals have been a big part of home 
décor over the years and the Farmhouse style is enjoying a surge in popularity. Former 
country gift shops still exist but often with new twists on their names. It is my feeling 
that the vintage revival that has been going on for years has replaced many shops of the 
early ‘90s.

The two original newspapers are now part of a huge network with papers available 
in forty-two states, five provinces of Canada and at www.countryregister.com. The Pub-
lishers who bring you the papers -- and I -- hope you enjoy your 2019 Country Registers 
and that they help you find new shopping excursions and events, both at home and when 
you travel.  

Barbara Floyd enjoys her downsized lifestyle in Phoenix, AZ, and her visits to see 
children, grandchildren and a great grandchild in Tri-Cities and Walla Walla, WA, 
Cumming, GA, and Ft. Wayne, IN. She created and volunteers to put together Love of 
Junk, Walla Walla’s Vintage Market on her oldest daughter’s farm in Walla Walla each 
June. She can be reached at barbara@countryregister.com.

Szechuan Chicken
from Barbara Floyd’s Kitchen

I could not tell you how many double and triple batches of this recipe I have 
made since my sister JoAnn submitted it from a mutual friend to our family cook-
book, which printed in 1993. It was simple to make and always delicious. JoAnn 
liked cooking the least of us four sisters, but everything she made was done strictly 
by recipe. Ah, that may have been her secret to always putting good food on her table. 
I have three daughters, and we all love the kitchen. The middle one cooks strictly 
by recipe. It is an interesting concept for those of us who open the refrigerator and 
make something happen. Or we use a recipe and do a lot of substituting depending on 
what’s on hand. My exception to this rule of creative cooking is baking. Follow the 
recipe and only make alterations that are reasonable and proven. 

 3 T. soy sauce, 
 1 T. cornstarch, 
 2 large chicken breasts, boned and skinned in 1/2” cubes
 1 T. dry sherry, 
 2 t. sugar, 
 1 t. vinegar, 
 1/4 C. oil, 
 1 t. crushed red pepper flakes, 
 2 green onions sliced, 
 1/2 t. ground ginger, 
 1/2 C. salted peanuts. 

Blend cornstarch and 1 T. of soy sauce in bowl, mix in chicken and set aside. 
Combine 2 T. soy sauce, sherry, sugar, vinegar, set aside. Heat oil. Add chicken and 
red peppers, stir. Fry 3 minutes and remove chicken making sure it is cooked all the 
way through, fry onions and ginger for 1 minute, add chicken, remaining soy mixture 
and stir well. Add peanuts. Enjoy over rice or rice noodles. 



Life on the Farm . . .
by Donna Jo Copeland, farmeress/fiber artist

Spring, the end of a hard winter
At my kitchen table this winter morning, wearing four layers of clothes, warming 

frosty fingers around a cup of hot tea, I marvel at sunshine dancing on snow cover. Icy 
diamonds twinkle in the breeze, which is bringing 35-below-zero wind chills, breaking 
records here in central Indiana.

Late winter can be brutal on my farm, I have lost a rabbit and two chickens to the 
cold and fear for my more than 16-year-old sheep. I keep trying my best to take care of 
them.

I am thankful for the firewood, which keeps my woodstove burning. Of course, in 
this ancient farmhouse, the heat is enjoyed best when setting beside the stove and not at 
the other end of the house.

Through it all, I am most thankful for my animals, my wee farm, my fiber work, my 
strength and my sense of humor. If I couldn’t laugh about my crazy hard life, I would 
drown in a sea of tears. A strong-willed woman who can face down a copperhead or 
coyote with her .22 rifle and still melt when I hold a new born lamb, farmeresses have 
the best of both worlds, always have. There is an inner core which holds us to farm and 
life drawing from the essence of those who walked before us.

The many moods of March have bedazzled and tried the resolve of us for eons. 
When the red wing blackbirds come calling, I dash about opening windows, hang wool 
blankets and quilts on the clothesline to blow the stink off as Grandmother used to say. 
Then proceed to enthusiastically clean barns. Oftentimes morning sunshine and fresh 
breezes give way to snow by eventide. But the spring flowers pop their heads up, bees 
buzz and hearts fill with the wonder that is spring.

April on my place means -- along with the Easter Bun-
ny -- sheep and goat shearing on what will be a fine sunny 
day. Hoping always for nice weather so the fleeces can be 
laid out on grids, skirted and admired. My flock always 
seem so proud of what they have spent a year growing. Of 
course, I want to keep and process them all myself, but I 
also have to buy sheep feed and hay so some will be sold. 
And I get all giggly when someone shows me what they 
made with “our” fleece!

I have a special sweater I wear to the barn all winter 
and on shearing day. It’s a shepherd’s sweater made from 
the suint washed fleece of Orion, a Blue Face Leicester/
Border Leicester wether. Suint washing is merely soaking 
the freshly shorn fleece in cold water for a week or two to 
remove the dirt, leaving the lanolin. Laid out on a mesh 

rack and left to dry, rinsed by hose or rain water, it’s amazing that this simple procedure 
will clean the dirt but leave the lanolin. Then I handspun the wool into worsted weight 
yarn and knit a simple, boxy sweater which is not only warm but water and wind repel-
lent as well. My sheep love it when I wear one of them!

Mid-April is the annual fiber event in Greencastle where hundreds of wool lovers 
gather to buy and sell, laugh and learn. In addition to raw fleeces, I will be working on 
roving and handspun yarns, hours of washing, dyeing and spinning. I have spent the 
winter learning rug braiding using discarded wool clothing. Who knew simple braiding 
could be so hard to master, but I shall work diligently and have some for sale then?

After more than 50 years of wool work I am still enthused by what we can make 
from this precious fiber our sweet sheep produce! May I have 50 more years!

Mom’s Quaker Sweet and Sour Cabbage
   5 cups shredded cabbage
   4 slices of bacon
   2 T. brown sugar
   2 T. flour
   ½ cup water
   1/3 cup cider vinegar
   1 small onion
   Salt and pepper
Cook cabbage in boiling water 7 to 10 minutes. Drain. Fry bacon, remove from 

skillet and crumble. Add sugar and flour to bacon fat, blend then add water, vinegar and 
seasonings. Cook until thick. Add chopped onion, bacon and cabbage, heat thoroughly. 
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Life in Skunk Hollow . . .
by Julie A. Druck

A life well lit  
I met Marian when I was a brand-new mommy at a M.O.P.S. (Mothers of Preschool-

ers) program that her church was beginning. I can still remember that moment – 25 
years ago now – when I first laid eyes on her. Struggling in the door with Ben and all 
his accompanying baby paraphernalia, Marian rushed to help me. I was struck by her 
beauty: attractive silver hair, intensely blue eyes and her gorgeous smile. Her kindness 
and welcoming words were just as beautiful as her looks, and I was immediately drawn 
to her. 
        Marian was the mentor of our M.O.P.S. group. Twice a month, she would speak to 
a roomful of young moms about a variety of topics. She was a gifted speaker and could 
have us in stitches one minute with her quick laugh (particularly when it was aimed at 
herself) and in tears the next moment over her poignant words. Marian didn’t shy away 
from hard topics, and she never hesitated to share with us her mistakes. She had a huge 
heart that desired to help us grow in our mothering skills and was committed to pouring 
all her wisdom and life-lessons-learned into us. 
      Marian and I formed a particularly close relationship. She loved all her M.O.P.S 
girls (as she called us), but I was delighted to find that she and I connected even more 
deeply. Even after I graduated from M.O.P.S., Marian and I would keep in touch with 
cards and phone calls. She and her husband came to dinner, and she would occasionally 
have me over for a tea party. She proudly told others that I was her “rose in bloom” – 
delighting in my spiritual growth as a young woman. Marian celebrated milestones with 
me – praising me for all the time invested in homeschooling our three boys, pouring 
over photos of their weddings, and laughing with joy when I told her that I was going to 
be a grandmother.  
        As my friend and mentor, Marian gave me a lot of gifts: the gift of her wisdom, 
her time, her love and her encouragement. But her greatest gift to me was her example. 
I often told her that I wanted to be just like her when I “grew up.” Why? Because Mar-
ian’s physical beauty (even in her 80’s) couldn’t hold a candle to her spiritual beauty. 
Marian’s best friend was Jesus, and He rubbed off on her – so much so that she literally 
looked like she was glowing from the inside out. 

I’ve noticed that as women grow old, they tend to become one of two extremes: 
sweet old ladies or sour ones. Marian was definitely in the first category. She lived con-
tinually outward and was always focused on others. She rarely discussed herself but was 
keen on finding out how YOU were doing. Marian – even in the last weeks of her life 
– continued looking for ways to help others. The last time I spoke with her, she had just 
settled into a nursing home. She was SO excited to tell me about her latest “ministry” 
– how she was praying with and for her roommate and how, at mealtimes, she would 
question the other residents about their lives so she could figure out ways to serve them. 
        The legacy that my friend left me was far greater than any monetary inheritance 
she could have bequeathed me. Instead, she 
taught me the secret of life: that there’s no great-
er beauty and joy than living a life that seeks to 
put others ahead of self. 
        My greatest desire is to be as beautiful as 
Marian – lit and glowing with the love of our 
Savior – pouring into the lives of others.

Happy birthday, Marian . . . 

Julie Druck is from York, Pennsylvania, and 
writes from her farm in Skunk Hollow. She’d wel-
come your comments at thedrucks@netzero.com.
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Planting a garden of one’s own
by Kerri Habben

This is the 19th spring I have tended our land, though it is the 41st I have lived upon 
it. When my Dad died in 2001, it became my privilege and responsibility to take care of 
our yard. It became mine in name last year at the end of my mother’s life. Yet, I never 
consider the land to be mine. Its spirit also belongs to all who came before me. 

Last year was my first year to enjoy the garden by myself. I recall that it was an ex-
quisite spring, and that our irises bloomed extra vibrantly. However, in retrospect, I see 
that I only went through the motions of planting a garden. We usually buy about four 
flats of flowers, but I only purchased one. I did plant some perennials, including chry-
santhemums, a lily and a hydrangea given to me in memory of Mom. These have all 
returned, as well as the new rosemary plant I added to the herb garden.

Every summer I always look forward to making small bouquets for the house and 
the back porch, usually a simple arrangement in a mason jar or pitcher. Last year, I 
barely fixed any. I still appreciated the garden’s gentle grace, but somehow it just wasn’t 
imperative without someone to share it with. This was one of the first lessons I learned 
after Mom’s passing. It takes time to love yourself with the same devotion you love oth-
ers.

This year I know that the garden I plant needs to be more about my own growth 
than it is about keeping traditions. My family no longer needs an earthly paradise; they 
have heaven.

In the spring of 2001, I hoped to tend the land with the integrity Dad had applied to 
it. In doing so, I found mowing the lawn to be an optimum cure for grief.

That autumn I wrote the poem at the close of this article. Since March 2018, it has 
again been a year of planting seeds in the soil of a different life. It has been a time of 
turning over the earth, uprooting and tending. 

What new nutrients now feed this precious life I live?
What flowers are emerging within and around me as I truly tend my own garden?

Mowing the Lawn
My yard is a plethora 
of weeds grown wild, 

interspersed with patches
of real blades of grass.
But the rabbits dine on 
the clover and the violet 
leaves gather round the 

cedar stump from after the 
hurricane. It is land 

where cows once grazed, 
and a big boulder of a rock 
graces the front yard as an 

altar completes a cathedral.

My yard is a plethora 
of memories gone to seed, 

rooted in ubiquitous 
Carolina clay intermingled 

with fertilizer and lime.
And there is the vegetable 

patch and the flower patches,
built up with timbers by the

man who became the father I loved.
He mowed the grass, edged the 

walkways, and on the deck stairs, 
there are penciled lines, steady 

and true as he was when he lived.

My yard is a plethora 
of responsibilities become sacred, 

walking where he walked, 
back and forth, uphill and 
downhill, to the rhythm of 

motor and blade. I mow around 
the big boulder of a rock and 

the vegetable patch and the flower 
patches. I walk and I feel 

the grass and the weeds beneath me, 
and the words pulse through sweat and 

skin, muscle and cartilage, to bone 
and marrow: and now it is my turn.

Kerri Habben is a writer, photographer and crochet instructor living in Raleigh, 
NC. An avid crocheter and knitter, she learned these skills from her grandmother and 
mother. She donates many of her yarn creations to those in need. Kerri has gathered a 
decade of essays she is working to publish and she can be reached at 913jeeves@gmail.
com.

Ann’s Lovin’ Ewe . . .
 
Trash or treasure
By Ann Stewart

Declutter. Simplify. Focus. Organize. Essentialism. Minimalism. Big buzz words for 
2019.

Marie Kondo’s The Life-Changing Magic of Tidying Up: The Japanese Art of De-
cluttering and Organizing has now spawned a popular television series as well as other 
decluttering books. Just reading the following titles will make you want to dive in, 
dump out and declutter your junk drawer. 

It’s All Too Much: An Easy Plan for Living a Richer Life with Less Stuff 
Banish Clutter Forever: How the Toothbrush Principle Will Change Your Life 
The Joy of Less: a Minimalist Living Guide: How to Declutter, Organize, and Sim-

plify Your Life 
Getting Rid of It: The Step-by-step Guide for Eliminating the Clutter in Your Life 
Essentialism: The Disciplined Pursuit of Less 
I’ve cluttered the column with too many titles, but focus on this: Less IS more. Min-

imalism is BIG. A clutter-free home helps us focus on what is truly important. 
The Minimalist Home: A Room-by-Room Guide to a Decluttered, Refocused Life 

asks viewers to post their motivation. So, my bathroom mirror reads: Mess = Stress = 
Embarrass & Get rid of the junk to see the jewels.

Now my family is reaping the rewards of finding treasures we didn’t remember we 
had and ridding ourselves of the things that hid them. I love everything about all the 
cleaning and donating and discovering -- except for taking out the trash after a purge. 

But one trash day I was rewarded, when I spotted jewels as I took out the junk. 
Across the gravel road from our pile of trash, spun beneath the branches of a nearby 
tree, was a spectacular dew-dropped spider web sparkling against the sun.

A picture is worth 1,000 words so I went back to the house for a camera. With dew 
glistening on the web, the sunrise in the east, and a hayfield and farm in the background, 
this artistic display was an amazing juxtaposition to my morning chore. I’m glad I 
caught it that day, as I haven’t seen it since. Marie Kondo --  talk about sparking joy!

Enjoy the PROCESS as well as the PRODUCT. If the item doesn’t spark joy, let it 
spark joy by donating it and freeing the space for something that does.

What will you spot today as you declutter? In this new year, revisit, recycle and re-
new you -- and take out the trash so you see what’s on the other side of a new year!



2nd Annual BIG KANSAS ROAD TRIP
The Kansas Sampler Foundation is sponsoring the Big Kansas Road Trip again this 

spring as part of its mission to encourage Kansans to explore the state. This year’s event 
is scheduled for May 2-5 in Cheyenne, Sherman and Wallace counties.

The three showcase counties are located in northwest Kansas - Cheyenne (Bird City, 
St. Francis-county seat, Wheeler), Sherman (Edson, Goodland-county seat, Kanorado) 
and Wallace (Sharon Springs-county seat, Wallace, Weskan).

 Cheyenne shares the border with Colorado and Nebraska and Sherman and Wal-
lace with Colorado. These counties are part of the Northwest Kansas Travel Council 
promoting this region of Kansas. As you travel to this area you’ll find their promotional 
materials handy for sightseeing along the way.  

Portions of all three counties are part of the 
Land Sky Kansas Scenic Byway (88 miles along 
K-27 between Sharon Springs and Nebraska and 
Wallace County is part of the Western Vistas 
Historic Byway (a 100-mile route from Lake Scot 
north on U.S. 83 to Oakley, then west on U.S. 40 
to Sharon Springs). NOTE: Sherman and Wallace 
counties observe Mountain Time. Once you’ve 
entered these counties you are in a time warp 
and have gone back in time one hour! We’ll try 
and make it as easy as possible on the schedul-
ing though. (They are two of four counties still on 
Mountain Time with the others being Greeley and 
Hamilton)

How does this event work?
Anyone and everyone is invited to descend on 

the same three counties on the first full week-end 
in May. You’ll have the opportunity to eat in the 
cafés, shop in the stores, tour the attractions, and 
drive the scenic roads. You’ll get to see these com-
munities as they are--with the red carpet rolled out. 

It’ll be fun. We’ll all do it together, each person 
at their own pace. There will be Information 
Centers in the three counties where you can pick 
up itineraries and menus of things to see and do. 
Though not required, these towns will come up 
with some extras.  It’ll be a great time to explore 
with hundreds of other people who want to get to 
know Kansas.
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Tips for shopping an antique store 
By Dave Emigh

My wife, Jill, and I have shopped and looked for treasures in thousands of different 
antique stores, shows and sales. Shopping each type of venue is different, but through 
our observations, we have developed some tips that we are happy to share.

These tips seem to organize themselves into three topics. They include navigating 
through a store, using the owner as a resource and making a record of your finds.

Navigating through a store
Shopping studies show that customers seem to automatically turn to the right upon 

entering a store. We are aware of this at Shady Lawn Antiques, but the only physically 
logical place for our checkout area is to the right of the door. It is amazing to have 
people enter the store, see us to the right, and then ask, “which direction should I go?”

Our response is “which ever direction is most comfortable for you, but most people 
seem to go left first.” This interaction does actually give us the opportunity to describe 
the type of items that are located in each section of our store. Since we own our entire 
inventory, we are able to group similar items together in coherent displays, and we can 
point out their locations.

Jill and I have found that if we really want to see everything in another shop, we will 
take a second look around. However, the second time, we walk around in the opposite 
direction. Items that are fanned out, staggered or displayed even at slight angles are 
more obvious when viewed from a different point of view.

Another tip is to make sure to look at all levels in a shop. It is only natural that shop-
pers focus most of their attention at eye level. Savvy and/or experienced antique dealers 
respond to this by displaying their best items at that level.

Sign collectors, however, automatically focus on walls above eye level, because that 
is where most signs are hung. That being said, one of the best signs that I have ever 
found in an antique shop was on the floor leaning against the wall. I guess that adds 
credence to the phrase ‘I’ve been looking high and low…’

Shop owners are a great resource
Don’t hesitate to engage in a discussion with an antique dealer. I have never met one 

that is a ‘high pressure’ salesman. Owners are proud of their inventory and are happy, 
perhaps even eager to talk about it. Just ask them, “what can you tell me about this 
piece?”

Let the owner know what you are looking for. There may be one in the shop that 
you have over looked, or they may have one in storage. Antique dealers don’t automati-
cally buy every old thing that they see. So, when items are requested, it will increase the 
chances that the owner will buy one. For me, one of the first indicators of a new trend is 
when several individuals ask for the same item.

Some owners keep a list of requests and may take your phone number… but don’t 
just wait for their call, check back with them from time-to-time. This reinforces that you 
are seriously looking for that item.

If you are looking for a specific type of furniture, it is especially important to talk 
to the shop owner. For example, we have several dozen pieces of furniture in storage 
awaiting restoration. We are happy to adjust our restoration schedule when we have a 
request.

Making a record of your finds
So, you’ve walked up and down all of the aisles, looked high and low, and found a 

few things that you would like to think about… there are several methods to record your 
finds.

The ‘high 
tech’ solution 
is to use your 
cell phone. At 
Shady Lawn, 
we encour-
age people to 
take pictures 
of the things 
that they are 
interested in. 
However, it is 
always polite 
to ask a shop 
owner if it is 
alright to take 
pictures.

When I 
am visiting 
another shop, 
I like to take 
a picture of their business card so that I have contact information. Then I photograph 
the item(s), along with measurements if necessary. When I want measurements, I will 
include a tape measure or a yard stick in the picture. Finally, I photograph the price tag. 
It will often have an inventory number and a description that will help in future commu-
nication with the shop owner.

The ‘low tech’ method is to draw a sketch and make notes. I normally use my phone, 
but I always carry several 3” by 5” index cards for notes. The cards are convenient 
because they are a little stiff (and therefore easy to write on) and they fit easily into my 
check book.

When a Shady Lawn customer asks to borrow a tape measure, I often grab a note 
pad and follow along. I’ll do a quick sketch and add the dimensions as they are taking 
them. It is fun, and it gives me a chance to use the skills I developed when I was a com-
munity college drafting/engineering instructor.

I hope that these tips are valuable to you, on your next antique shopping adventure.
Dave Emigh is the owner of Shady Lawn Antiques and is a fifth generation ‘Walla 

Wallan’. Glimpses of the ever-changing Shady Lawn inventory can be seen on Face-
book. Shady Lawn is located at 711 N Rose & Sumach in Walla Walla, WA. The shop is 
open for business Wednesday through Saturday from 10 am to 5 pm.

A picture of an item (with a yardstick included) makes a great record of an item 
that you are interested in.
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Town and Country Cooking . . .
By Janette Hess

Mix and match
Before spring gets away from you, treat your family and friends to perfectly mixed 

and matched salads. To start, simply mix up one of this month’s easy dressing recipes. 
Next, match it with the perfect leafy green. Finally, hand out the forks, because dinner 
salad is served!

In recent years, food snobs have tossed iceberg lettuce aside in favor of more exotic 
offerings. Even so, homemade Blue Cheese Dressing begs to be served over cool, crisp 
wedges of iceberg lettuce. 

Arugula, also known as salad rocket, is a bright, peppery green that has found its 
way into most supermarket produce sections. For a salad that’s delicious but decidedly 
different, mix baby arugula with Citrusy Dressing and top it with feta cheese, toasted al-
monds and sliced red onion. Arugula also adds a pleasing zip to sandwiches and pizzas.

Because ripe, juicy strawberries are abundant at this time of year, match them with 
baby spinach and a batch of Strawberry Vinaigrette. Add blueberries, toasted pecans and 
sliced onions to the mix, and you have captured the essence of spring in a salad bowl!

Blue Cheese Dressing
  ¼ cup sour cream
  ¼ cup mayonnaise  
  ¼ cup buttermilk OR additional 2 tablespoons sour cream and 2  

       tablespoons mayonnaise
  1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice
  2 ounces blue cheese, crumbled and divided
  1 tablespoon freshly snipped chives
  ½ teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
  2-3 drops hot pepper sauce
  Freshly ground pepper to taste

Using hand mixer or small blender, combine sour cream, mayonnaise, buttermilk, 
lemon juice and 1 ounce blue cheese crumbles. Mix until smooth. Fold in remain-
ing blue cheese crumbles, chives, Worcestershire sauce, hot pepper sauce and freshly 
ground pepper. Chill several hours to allow flavors to blend. Makes approximately 1 cup 
dressing.

Serving suggestion:  Spoon dressing over iceberg lettuce wedges. Top with crisp, 
crumbled bacon and additional blue cheese.

Citrusy Dressing
  1 tablespoon fresh lemon juice
  1 tablespoon fresh lime juice
  3 tablespoons orange juice 
  ½ cup extra virgin olive oil
  2 teaspoons honey
  1 teaspoon Dijon mustard
  ¼ teaspoon dried thyme, crushed
  1/8 teaspoon salt
  Freshly ground pepper to taste

Whisk together all ingredients and serve immediately. Chill any leftover dressing, 
but return to room temperature before re-serving. Makes approximately ¾ cup dressing.

Serving suggestion: Toss baby arugula or baby spinach with desired amount of 
dressing. Top with crumbled feta cheese, toasted almonds and thinly sliced red onion. 

Strawberry Vinaigrette

  ½ cup canola oil
  ¼ cup red wine vinegar
  ¼ cup sugar
  4 large, ripe strawberries, trimmed
  ¼ teaspoon paprika
  ¼ teaspoon Worcestershire sauce
  ¼ teaspoon salt
  ¼ teaspoon onion powder
  1 teaspoon poppy seeds (optional)

Combine all ingredients, except poppy seeds, in blender or food processor. Blend 
until smooth. Stir in poppy seeds, if desired. Serve immediately. Chill leftovers. Makes 
approximately 1 cup dressing.

Serving suggestion:  Toss baby spinach and sliced strawberries with desired amount 
of dressing. Add blueberries, toasted pecans and sliced green or red onion. For extra 
flavor, sprinkle with crumbled feta or blue cheese.

A trained journalist, Janette Hess focuses her writing on inter-
esting people and interesting foods. She is a Master Food Volun-
teer with her local Extension service and enjoys collecting, testing 
and sharing recipes.



From Lydia’s Recipe File: Eggs-tra Special Brunch Dish
Easy to make, always a favorite.

Ingredients:
12 eggs
2 cups cottage cheese (1 pint)
1/2 cup melted butter (less if desired)
1/2 cup flour
1 teaspoon baking powder
2 cups shredded cheddar cheese (about 1/2 pound)
2 cups shredded Jack cheese (about 1/2 pound)
Directions:
1. Preheat over to 350 degrees.
2. In a large mixing bowl, beat eggs thoroughly. 
3. Add cottage cheese and beat until mixed.
4. Add butter, flour, and baking powder. Mix well.
5. Fold in cheeses.
6. Pour into a greased 9 x 13 inch baking dish.
7. Bake for 40 minutes, or until knife comes out clean when inserted near center.
Serves 10 to 12. 
Variation: Cut recipe in half if desired. Or make individual servings in custard cups. 

If you choose one of these options, reduce baking time.
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Celebrate New Life with an Egg-ceptional 
Easter Brunch

Do you have Easter traditions? I have enjoyed several from childhood to grandpar-
enthood. As a young child, on Easter morning I would hop up and look under my bed 
for my Easter basket. Our family also colored Easter eggs and enjoyed mother’s home-
made Paska, a lemon-flavored sweet bread with frosting and sprinkles on top.

When I became a mother and later a grandmother, we continued these traditions. 
After five lively grandchildren were born, we added Easter egg hunts to the fun. 

This Easter I’m thinking of trying something new: an Easter brunch — with tea, of 
course. That sounds simpler than preparing a dinner. For those attending an Easter sun-
rise service, coming back for brunch would be perfect. Here are some ideas to consider.

Egg-cellent Food
Since eggs are such a focal point at Easter, prepare your favorite egg dish. Perhaps 

quiche, eggs Benedict, scrambled eggs or my Eggs-tra Special Brunch Dish. For a more 
hearty meal, add sliced ham, sausage links or crisp bacon.

Breads or Rolls
Paska is our family’s favorite Easter bread (find recipes online). But hot cross buns, 

waffles or pancakes would be delicious as well. My daughter and family enjoy Empty-
Tomb Buns, made with refrigerated biscuits, cinnamon and sugar, and large marshmal-
lows. To make the buns: flatten the biscuit, place a marshmallow in the center, and seal 
it inside the biscuit. Then roll it in a mixture of cinnamon and sugar. Place aluminum 
foil on a baking sheet before adding rolls (makes cleaning up easier). As the rolls bake, 
the marshmallows melt, leaving the inside hollow. Just like the tomb on Easter Sunday, 
these buns are empty. What a sweet surprise!

Fruits and Veggies
For fruits, serve a fresh fruit tray with vanilla yogurt on the side for dressing. Or 

layer fruits, yogurt and granola to make parfaits. Or prepare a frozen fruit cup using 
a mixture of canned and fresh fruits in a base of concentrated orange juice. Add your 
favorite fresh veggies, including carrots, for color and nutrition.

Desserts and Beverages
Often the breads are enough without dessert. But if you want more, make individual 

banana or coconut cream pies. Sprinkle with coconut you have tinted green with food 
coloring. Add jellybean eggs to make a colorful dessert. Another idea is my recipe for 
Easter Nests posted here: (http://mentoringmoments.org/easter-nests-chocolate-bake-
cookies-delights).

For a delicious breakfast beverage, make a punch by combining equal parts of 
sparkling apple cider and mango nectar. Also, set out an assortment of teabags with and 
without caffeine, and let everyone make their own favorite blend.

Easter Activi-Teas
When I hide eggs for the grandkids, I use a different color of eggs for each grand-

child. I fill about a dozen for each child with candy, money and little gifts such as 
erasers and stickers, depending on their ages. Sometimes we leave one egg empty to 
represent the empty tomb. My six-year-old granddaughter has already reserved the pink 
eggs for this year.

Often we plan activities to tell the Easter story. One year we wrapped each child in 
toilet paper like a mummy so they could easily burst out exclaiming, “I’m alive!” And 
the cleanup was easy. 

Another year I made a tomb in a downstairs bedroom using a blanket over a card 
table. I let the grandkids take turns being the angel in the tomb. When we looked inside, 
they would shine a flashlight and say, “He is not here; He is risen!” Later that day, when 
I looked for our grandson, Alex, I found him sitting in the tomb eating his Easter candy. 
What a sweet tomb!

With Easter coming up on April 21, it’s time to plan a special event to celebrate new 
life. Perhaps you’ll consider an Easter brunch. However you celebrate, I hope you make 
rich memories over tea.

Lydia E. Harris holds a master’s degree in home economics and wrote the book, 
Preparing My Heart for Grandparenting (AMG Publishers). Her grandchildren call her 
“Grandma Tea.”
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The Country Register of Kansas Quilting 
Project - Block 8

The Country Register of Kansas is pleased to bring our readers an original design 
quilt from the talented quilt designers of Kansas. Our current quilt is designed by Maria 
McKenzie of First City Quilts in Leavenworth. Consider this a mystery style quilt as we 
will reveal one block each issue, with the final completed quilt revealed when it is time 
to set the quilt together. According to Maria, it is designed to be a scrappy quilt -- so dig 
through that fabric stash to find your materials. Or visit one of our advertising shops to 
purchase fabric. Here is Block 8. (If you missed the earlier blocks, or to see instruction 
blocks in two different colorways, go to our website 

www.countryregister.com/kansas, go to current issue and click on quilt project tab.
Skill Building Kansas Sampler

The Rocky Road to Kansas block is the eighth block in our series. It first appeared 
in quilts in the late 1800s and is said to have represented the rocky conditions wagons 
endured on their trail west.

Paper piecing is a great way to master perfect points especially if you aren’t a pro at 
cutting. If you get frustrated or need help, don’t hesitate to call or stop by the shop. Also 
there are hundreds of of paper piecing video tutorials online that might help.

Thank you again for joining us and we look forward to serving you and your creativ-
ity. -- First City Quilts

Paper Piecing pattern for this block is on page 19
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Salvage Style . . .
By Marla Wilson

Succulent arrangements
 
Succulents are very popular right now for home decorating, both indoors and out. 

They symbolize enduring and timeless love. For this project, I chose to use faux succu-
lents. They are very realistic and come in a variety of shapes, colors, sizes and textures, 
but without the maintenance of live plants.

I went through my stash of vintage goodies and came up with several choices for the 
planters. By using 
the faux succulents, 
I did not have to 
worry about water 
and drainage. I chose 
an old flour sifter, 
a small tin drawer, 
enamelware dipper, 
spice can, china sugar 
and creamer, a tin cup 
and numerous mini 
teapots. Almost any-
thing will work and 
the more interesting, 
the better. 

Gather a variety of 
faux succulents from 
your local floral and 
craft shops, as well 
as some floral foam, 
moss, pebbles or 
small stones. If pos-
sible, use more than one type of succulent per container. It makes the arrangement much 
more interesting. If you end up with a bare spot, just add a bit of moss or a small stone. 
This adds to the natural look. 

These mini gardens are fun to make and will add a bright spot to your home. They 
also make lovely gifts for friends and neighbors.

Marla Wilson is the owner of The Rusty Wheel, a gift boutique 
in Scandia, KS. The shop features her floral designs and repurposed 
“junk,” as well as kitchen and baby gifts, home decor and fashion 
accessories. Follow The Rusty Wheel on Facebook, or www.therusty-
wheel.vpweb.com or contact her at stumpy1954@hotmail.com.

The promise of spring
By Annice Bradley Rockwell

After the season of winter, which is often remarkably cold and gray, the slow and 
subtle transition to spring can be appreciated deeply when we take the time to observe. 
As the small changes in our world begin to unfold before our eyes, we become filled 
with hope over nature’s promise of spring. The once-frozen earth begins to soften, and 
its signature scent of spring is one that conjures up a feeling of newfound freedom. We 
become grateful for upcoming days when we can work in the herb garden and feel the 
warmth of the sun as it makes its way to us through a cutting March wind. If we look 
closely enough, we can see wonders all around. Tiny spires of new growth breaking 
through the earth and the colorful transition from a bleak, brown landscape to a joyful 
triumph of green gives our soul a much-needed lift. It is nature’s way of reminding us to 
be patient and that with this patience we will reap a reward worth waiting for.

Blessings of a Country Life
The season of spring brings 

with it a sense of spirited freedom. 
We are naturally beckoned out-
of-doors to enjoy the embrace of 
a warmer day when we are freer 
to explore and excited to create. 
One of the early traditional tasks 
in spring is to prepare one’s garden 
to create a space that is not only 
useful, but beautiful. Kitchen herb 
gardens were often close to the 
homestead where herbs could be clipped for culinary as well as medicinal use. Herbs 
such as parsley, thyme, marjoram and lovage can be planted either right next to the 
back steppingstone of our home or can be arranged in a small but efficient raised bed. 
Tending to our herbs and anticipating the joy that they will bring us is one of the sacred 
blessings of leading a country life. The time spent caring for our hardy herbs is always 
returned to us when we taste their essence on a summer salad or in a fall stew.

A Soulful Bond
 Other traditional spring chores can be equally rewarding. Tending to our yards af-

ter the long season of winter brings us somehow closer to our deep sense of home. As 
we rake up sandy bits of earth that have crept into our lawns, or as we repair a primi-
tive picket from our pasture’s country fence, we are doing more than just working. We 
are reinforcing our bond with our home and connecting with it. We are showing pride 
for what it soulfully gives us. And in the season of spring our outdoor efforts give us a 
sense of our own vitality and strength as we, and all of nature, reawakens again.

As the season of winter slowly drifts away to be replaced by happy spring, take time 
to notice the spectacular beauty that it brings. Feel the warm blessings that come with 
your hard work on that first, often-magical spring day when nature’s promise is finally 
revealed.

Annice Bradley Rockwell is an educator and owner of Pomfret Antiques. She is cur-
rently working on her book, New England Girl. NewEnglandGirl2012@hotmail.com 



Building Harmony . . .

The robots are taking over
by Jeff Cappis

This is a cautionary tale. I think we should all be forewarned about our little obses-
sions and the consequences we live with by pursuing them. This particular one has put 
me and my family out of our home.

As these things go, it started innocently enough. Cathy wanted new flooring, and 
she picked a beautiful dark oak with semi gloss finish that would run throughout the 
house. We shopped for it, we planned it, and we installed it. If I may be so bold, I think 
it looked very good. It was absolutely clean with just the right amount of shine in the 
sunlight. It contrasted with the millwork beautifully.

We were patting ourselves on the back for creating our new show-home when our 
dog Max innocently walked across the floor. Boom! Disaster! Paw prints! They stood 
out in any kind of light. In fact, almost everything did. 

Cathy got out her damp/dry mop and polished the floor to perfection. It made her 
feel good about the money and work that went into this floor. A bit of pride, too, I think. 
Then our Grandson Kane walked across the floor in his bare feet.

Soon, Cathy was polishing that floor three to four times a day. Granted, she was get-
ting pretty good at it but, still, it became an issue. So, we all had to wear indoor slippers 
that wouldn’t leave prints. Also, there were crumbs, drips, spills and other disasters, but 
that became a separate issue.

Then I got an idea. I 
took all the money I’ve 
made in my career as a 
writer and bought Cathy 
one of those floor robots. 
This would take a load off 
Cathy’s day. Problem was, 
though, I made Cathy wait 
five months until Christmas 
before I gave it to her (5 
months x 4 floor cleanings 
a day...) but that’s a sepa-
rate issue. 

This machine was 
amazing. It mapped out our 
house, found the most effi-
cient way to clean the floors and gave them a perfect finish. When it was done, it parked 
itself on the charger and waited to start over again. We were elated.

One night, some idiot was sneaking across the dark kitchen to fix himself a sandwich 
and accidentally booted the robot across the floor. The robot still performed just fine 
but, after that, it developed a curious habit. Whenever it found a spot, it would give off a 
noticeable “beep.”

At first, we thought it was kind of cute. “Beep.” We’d laugh. Yup, it found another 
spot. After a while, though, it got annoying. Even worse, this told Cathy that we were 
still messing up the floor.

Finally, the hammer came down. One morning, Max left a serious track of wet paw 
prints across the floor. Cathy went ballistic. It probably didn’t help that he had a habit 
of licking his paws all the time trying to keep them clean. Terriers can be quite smart. 
He spent the rest of the afternoon looking in through the front window and leaving nose 
prints on the glass.

Next up was Kane. He is 
eight and kept losing his slippers. 
What’s worse, he hated wearing 
socks, so he’d take them off. After 
his first walk across the house, 
the robot took to beeping and 
polishing and Kane found himself 
outside leaving nose prints on the 
glass with the dog.

I had to laugh. I’d been tell-
ing Kane for days not to forget 
his slippers, or Grandma and the 
robot would get him. He never 
listened to me and now he was 
outside, and I was inside. I made 
faces at him through the glass. He 
got annoyed. I was beginning to 
really rub it in too when acciden-
tally a drop of coffee fell from 
my coffee cup. The robot let out a 
beep and proceeded to clean it up. 

A little while later the wind 
was picking up outside and the 
three of us were getting chilly 
while Cathy was yelling at us, 
“Don’t get nose prints on the 
glass!”

Inside, the robot was duti-
fully going about its business and 
Cathy was looking out through 
the window, wagging her finger at 
us as if to say, “Serves you right, 
messing up my house like that,” 
and holding my coffee cup up as 
evidence. Me, Kane, Max and the 
robot all noticed the drip of coffee 
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coming from the cup before she did. The robot beeped.
A little while later, while watching the robot through the window, I turned to Cathy 

and said, “Don’t get nose prints on the glass.” She got annoyed, but all I could do was 
laugh at the irony. We were outside in the cold while the robot had the run of the warm 
house. Every time one of us went inside, we’d leave a smudge somewhere and the robot 
would start beepin’ off until everybody left. It’s getting chilly out here, but gosh the 
floors look great.

Copyright 2019 by Jeff Cappis. Email: jcappis@telus.net.
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Clutter Happens
Grandma’s Hands
by Julie Pirtle

My usual words to you, dear reader, circle around organization -- physical organiza-
tion of things and bobbles. Of gadget and gizmos. This month, I would like to share a 
different kind of organization. The kind we have no control over as it ebbs and flows 
through our lives, controlling us as time passes -- the organization of life. In honor of 
Mother’s Day, I share with you my thoughts and memories of my Grandma Evelyn, 
who passed away almost five years ago. 

Hands held tenderly by her parents...
Lovingly held by her husband...
Enfolding the hands of her children...
…. and the children of children that followed.
My Grandmother was a loving, short, opinionated, 100% German woman who loved 

to do for others. Grandma expressed the love she felt through her hands, connecting us 
to her with gifts that made us feel her presence. Many in her family have been, and still 
are, warmed by the afghans and quilts that she painstakingly made. She also loved to 
cook and bake for her family. Even when she struggled to get around, she still managed 
to make peanut brittle and bake cookies and banana bread to send home with whomever 
visited her. 

 There are two specific memories I have of Grandma’s hands that will forever 
move me. The first has to do with my Grandfather. When Grandpa was admitted to a 
memory care facility, he was upset every night before he went to bed. We later found it 
was because “his girl” was 
not there to lie beside him 
and hold his hand. When 
questioned, Grandma shared 
that in their almost 70 years 
of marriage, they held hands 
every night as they went to 
sleep. Grandpa was only in 
the facility for two weeks 
before he passed away. The 
day of his funeral, I walked 
into the church and saw my 
Grandma standing beside his casket. The same hand that had held his hand every night 
was now stroking his forehead. She would not leave his side. It was such a testament to 
the love they shared and how much she would miss him. It was heart-achingly beautiful 
to witness.

The second memory was a few years later, just days before she died. She was in the 
hospital and wanted to touch her six-month-old great-great-granddaughter. With the 
help of her daughter (my Mom), she held out her hand and Opal firmly grasped it with 
her little fingers. It lasted but a few minutes, but the significance of the circle of life in 
our family was palpable. There were five generations of women represented in those 
moments: Grandma, Mom, myself, my daughter and my granddaughter. I remember 
thinking how time brings us to places and situations that seem inconceivable. Here I 
was, now a grandmother, watching my grandchild grasping my grandmother’s finger. 
The picture that was snapped of this moment has become a family treasure. There is 
something about the touch of a hand that makes us all connect in joy and in sorrow. The 
transference of love between Grandma and her loved ones in her last days was a tribute 
to the love she bestowed upon those in her life for almost a century. 

 I firmly believe that women are the glue that holds families together. We nurture. 
We are nurses, chefs and teachers. We are the essence of every holiday and family get 
together. We give more of ourselves than we expect back. We face family crisis with 
strength and fortitude. We do all of this quietly and without expectation. We do it be-
cause we want everything for those we love. Grandma embodied all of this and passed 
it down to my mother who did the same. I must have done something right as well, as I 

now watch with pleasure as my own daughter 
cares for her family.

In my career as a professional organizer, 
I have watched many times as my clients 
struggle to “save” belongings for those they 
love. It’s almost as if they feel that if they 
don’t leave something, they will be forgotten. 
The truth is that it is not about objects. The 
triumphs and rewards of a lifetime well lived 
are not found in what we leave behind, It is 
truly about the lives we’ve touched and the 
gifts we’ve given of ourselves. It is the love. It 
is the memories. It is the touch of a hand. 

Julie Pirtle is a Professional Organizer 
and Owner/Operator of Clutter Happens in 
Mesa, AZ.
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Forget your troubles and do a puzzle 
By Susan Baldani

There is always a jigsaw puzzle in a various state of completion on my dining room 
table. I do it on a big piece of cardboard so when people are coming for dinner, I can 
just pick it up and slide it under the couch. Out of sight, but not out of mind. As soon as 
the coast is clear, I drag it back out, with the guests never knowing that they were sitting 
on a sandy beach or snow-covered mountain.

As a child, I always enjoyed puzzles, but as an adult I forgot about them for a while. 
Then, about 10 years ago, I was planning a trip to the shore to stay in a rental house 
for a week. I was so looking forward to relaxing. I had all my beach gear, books and 
magazines, but wondered what else I could do when I was tired of the hot sun and sand. 
I happened to see a beach-themed puzzle at the store, and just like that, I had my new 
hobby. 

Besides being fun, I find that puzzles are often a great way to overcome anxiety and 
stress. When I sit down and work on a puzzle, focusing so intently on those little pieces 
helps me forget about my own problems for a while. It’s hard to worry when you’re try-
ing to complete the whiskered face of an adorable cat. (A lot of my puzzles involve cats, 
dogs and a variety of other cute animals.)

I am very, very picky when it comes to choosing a puzzle. First of all, I like to oc-
casionally match them to the season, so in the summer I will pick out a beach or floral 
scene, for example. I also need a busy puzzle; no big blue skies or wide expanses of 
green lawns. No, the more stuff crammed into that square or rectangular picture the 
better. I also prefer between 500 and 750 pieces; 
anything less is too easy and anything more 
sometimes frustrates me. And I don’t like to be 
frustrated. After all, I’m doing puzzles to de-
stress and enjoy myself. 

What I find truly amusing is when people 
come in, see me doing a puzzle, and remark 
about what an old-fashioned pursuit it is. How-
ever, more often than not, they find themselves wandering over to watch. Then, before 
they realize what’s happening, they’re doing the puzzle with me. 

By the way, I think puzzles are making a comeback. When I went to my local li-
brary last week, I noticed that they now have two jigsaw puzzles going at all times. 
What a great idea!

Susan Baldani writes articles about small town life, decor and food for various 
magazines across the country and Canada. You can contact her at suebaldani@yahoo.
com or through her website at www.mywritingwall.com.

Random Acts . . .
by Maranda K. Jones

Simple Joy
He did not need one, but he really did want one. He wanted a red balloon. As my fam-

ily watched the recently released movie Christopher Robin, based on our favorite stories 
written by A. A. Milne, we related with Winnie the Pooh’s desire for a red balloon. Such 
a simple object would bring a smile to his face. The happiness that balloon brought was 
worth the trouble that came along with it.

He did not need one, but he really did want one. He wanted a red balloon.
As my mom and I walked out the door after breakfast, my son received a red balloon 

from the restaurant hostess. Such a simple object brought a huge amount of happiness to 
this little boy. He held the string carefully in his tiny hand as the helium carried the balloon 
above his head. He handled it with ease as we buckled this two- 
year-old in his car seat. He talked about it excitedly. The joy this 
balloon brought was worth the following trouble… just not at the 
time.

The next stop we made met us with a blustery breeze blowing 
through the car, rushing the balloon to a quick exit before we could 
catch hold of its tail string. We watched it fly up to the clouds and out of 
sight, as we failed at trying to console a tiny broken heart.

It did not make sense to reason with the toddler then, so distrac-
tions and hugs had to work. Although he would not commit this 
small scene in a store parking lot to memory, his mother sure did. 
And nine years later, after viewing this movie, I told him a story 
that made him feel better.

When I was in elementary school, we held an annual grand-
parents’ day celebration. I usually had all of my grandparents in 
attendance with me, including two of my great-grandparents. They all 
visited my classroom, joined me for lunch, and then all of our special 
guests would gather with us on the football field as we released balloons. Each balloon 
was tied to a ribbon, holding a decorated postcard, politely asking the finder to return it to 
school, noting where it had been found. We wrote our names, grades and addresses on each card, 
hoping for a community member to send in the card we were delivering via air mail.

I remember a few cards being returned to the school, for our teacher announced how 
far they had flown or in whose pasture they had been found. I remember the excitement of the 
hundreds of balloons clouding the sky in celebration. I remember standing together with 
my family, holding my grandparents’ hands, as I looked up at their faces watching the bal-
loons flying high above their heads.

And years later as we watched that red balloon fly away from the parking lot, I remem-
bered grandparents’ day. I was holding the flowers my mom had just bought to remember 
our grandmother. And I recall trying to tell my two- year- old son that he just sent a balloon 
up to heaven to his great-great grandma… and then telling myself to tell him this very same 
story later. I still smile at the simple joy a balloon brings.

© 2019 Maranda K. Jones
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The West Pharm
Old Fashioned Soda Fountain

Try our Ice Cream As new owners, we are eager and excited 
to meet and serve the 

pharmacy needs of the 
Westmoreland Community

• We take most all insurance
402 Main • 785-457-3611

The Oregon Trail 
Park 

was Dedicated on 
August 27, 1993 to 
commemorate the 
150th Anniversary 

of the Oregon 
Trail and to pay 

tribute to those who 
traveled the Trail 

in 1843. The park is 
located adjacent to 
Highway 99 south 
of Westmoreland 

at Scott Springs, a 
popular camping area 
for travelers on the 

Trail. The park is open 
year round and there 
is no admission fee.

OREGON TRAIL
RV Park and Campground

North of Main St. on Hwy 99
785-457-3361 • westycity@bluevalley.net

Westmoreland

Quilting With Barbara . . . 
By Barbara Conquest

Spring forecast
Just when it seems winter has settled in as a permanent resident, a few signs – a 

sudden warm breeze, the sound of water dripping from eaves, the appearance of a few 
foolhardy pussy willows – begin to appear. Like bears, we quilters begin to emerge from 
hibernation, poking our noses out wondering what is trending and what’s new.

This spring we will find some new products on the shelves of our favourite quilt 
shops. One such product is a semi-permanent fusible powder called Quilters Select™ 
Free Fuse. This powder can be used to fuse fabrics, batting and other textiles. It sounds 
versatile, and I can hardly wait to try it. Another fusible agent, although not new, is 
Misty Fuse, a close relative of Stitch Witchery which fashion seamstresses have been 
using for years. Misty Fuse is lightweight, available in black and white, and easy to 
work with. Although introduced at Quilt Market some years ago, in my experience it 
has not been widely available until now.

Demand for laser-cut fusible appliques – such time savers – continues to grow, as 
does the demand for patterns of pixilated characters. If past experience is any indicator, 
laser-cut appliques may well be part of many shops’ Row by Row kits this season. The 
theme this year is “Taste the Experience,” so look for lots of foodie prints to appear.

Stonehenge by Northcott will be celebrating its tenth anniversary (already?) with 
a new panel, new prints and contests. The promotion will culminate with a trip to Eng-
land’s Stonehenge for a lucky winner. (Did you know that Stonehenge is just one of 
many henges scattered throughout Wiltshire and parts of Scotland?) But I digress. Quil-
ters will love the new novelty fabrics this spring: metallic silvers and golds, glow-in-
the-dark and pearlescent fabrics as well as sewable cork and Kraft-Tex. Both cork and 
Kraft-Tex will be welcome additions to bag makers’ materials.

According to craft pundits, we will see continuing interest in English paper piecing 
and hand embroidery; both are very portable and easy to take on holiday. They state the 
colour blue is “in,” (although Pantone says otherwise) and foresee increased interest in 
fabrics and quilts portraying the American southwest. Those of us who were enthusiasts 
the first time around may be slightly bemused that macramé is appealing to a new gen-
eration of crafters and gaining in popularity.

One book that should be on every shop’s shelves this spring is Forty Fabulous 
Years by Eleanor Burns, of Quilt In A Day fame. Her techniques, streamlined patterns 
and boundless enthusiasm taught so many of us that quilting is fun; her classes are both 
informative and entertaining, and, although I haven’t seen the book yet, I’ll be looking 
for it. Ms. Burns is truly one of our quilting “foremothers,” in great measure responsible 
for the upsurge in quilting seen in the last few decades on this continent – she and the 
invention of the rotary cutter!

So let’s throw off our winter-induced lethargy, get the quilt tops we’ve made this 
winter to a longarmer, and celebrate the season of new life and new projects by getting 
out there. Spring is calling.

Barbara Conquest writes her column from Blue Sky Quilting in Tofield, AB. © Bar-
bara Conquest.

Shop News . . . 
McDonald’s Sewing and Vacuum opens sister store in Wichita

WICHITA, Kan. -- Owners of McDonald’s Sewing and Vacuum in Arkansas City 
have opened a second store in Wichita.

Owner Patrick McDonald said the decision was made to open a second location 
because of the number of customers they had in the Wichita area.

“We saw it as a way to better serve our customers,” Patrick said. 
The shop opened on March 11 in Plaza West Shopping Center, 601 N. West. The 

shop has a large showroom and classroom with plenty of space to expand. It will feature 
the same brands in sewing, embroidery and quilting machines and accessories as the 
Arkansas City store, Pfaff, Singer, Husqvarna Viking, the Grace Company and Q’Nique. 
It will also carry bolted fabric and pre-cut kits. It will also offer service on all machines.

Laura Goins is the day-to-day store manager. The Wichita location will be host-
ing a variety of learning events in coming months, which will showcase tools, notions 
and accessories as well as other sewing and quilting techniques to help their customers 
maximize their machines. The store will also participate in the Free Fat Quarter Pro-
gram started in the Arkansas City store in which customers can receive a free fat quarter 
when they “check in” on Facebook while visiting the store.

Store hours will be Mon.- Fri. 9:30-5:30 and Sat. 9:30 - 4. 

Baldwin City named Quilt Capital of Kansas
BALDWIN CITY, Kan. -- The Kansas legislature passed Senate Resolution No. 

1711 on Feb. 14 designating Baldwin City as the Quilt Capital of Kansas.
The resolution was introduced by Sen. Tom Holland (D) of Baldwin City. Present in 

the Senate chambers to accept the des-
ignation was Sharon Vesecky, owner 
of Quilter’s Paradise Quilt Shop, 
Baldwin City, and Lauretha Rowe.

Sharon worked with Sen. Hol-
land and Baldwin City Chamber of 
Commerce staff to collect the docu-
mentation used in putting the proposal 
together. She is the owner of Quilter’s 
Paradise Quilt Shop in Baldwin City, 
which is celebrating 30 years in busi-
ness this year.

“I often saw the sign along the 
Interstate that declared Wilson as the 
Czech Capital of Kansas, and it got 
me to thinking about the rich quilt-
ing tradition we have in the Baldwin 
community and in northeast Kansas as 
a whole. There are so many nice quilt 
shops and guilds in the region,” Sha-
ron said. “I was looking for a way to expand the knowledge of and exposure to quilting 
and that rich tradition, and, hopefully, bring people to eastern Kansas to experience our 
shops and quilt shows. I think we can build on this to bring positive exposure to the 
region’s quilting community.”

In naming Baldwin City as the Quilt Capital it was noted that the city is the home 
of the oldest continuing quilt show in the state, started in 1973, and held annually in 
conjunction with the Maple Leaf Festival in October. The show features more than 
100 quilts. One of the show’s founders, Enola Gish, was known as “the quilt lady” and 
wrote a weekly quilting column for many years. The Maple Leaf Quilt Guild formed in 
1991, and the Kaw Valley Quilt Guild, now based out of Lawrence, originated in Bald-
win City. The city has quilts displayed in public spaces year-round.

“We are thrilled to have received this recognition,” said Jeannette Blackmar with the 
Chamber of Commerce.

Senator Tom Holland (D), Baldwin City, is with Sharon 
Vesecky, center, and Lauretha Rowe, right, as they 
accept the recognition of Baldwin City as the Quilt 
Capital of Kansas. They are holding a quilt made by 
Sharon. (contributed photo)
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Prescription for Adventure. . .

Swing with Me
By Naomi Gaede Penner

“Let’s swing,” said my sister, Ruth, in a soft voice. 
It was a sunny, but cool afternoon in Alaska. Her husband had built a tall swing set 

for their grandchildren and situated it carefully in their manicured lawn, which was 
surrounded by a fence to keep out the moose. Ruth continually sought to tame the ever-
encroaching wilderness and had cleared the underbrush between spruce trees she had 
left along the edges. The little trails beckoned me to morph into my little-girl-self and 
run among the trees, play chase and disappear. 

Ruth and I started swinging when we were preschoolers in Kansas City, where our 
father was doing his medical residency. It had been a little, metal-pipe swing set, just 
our size. We also had a tire swing. When it rained, a puddle formed beneath it. On 
subsequent hot, humid summer days, we would giggle with glee, hang with our bottoms 
beneath the tire, and swing through the puddle. Our undies were a muddy mess; all the 
same, our mother didn’t say a word. She brought out a bucket and we took turns trying 
to sit in it, wash off and cool off. 

A decade later, in Alaska when our par-
ents were proving up our 80-acre home-
stead and clearing land, our father trimmed 
out, but left standing, two tall, close-to-
gether spruce trees. Somehow, he climbed 
to the top, fashioned a sturdy crosspiece 
and attached two thick ropes for a swing. 
In the evenings of the Midnight Sun, on 
the longest swing ever, we stood on the 
flat wooden seat in our puffy Baby Doll 
pajamas and took turns swinging high and 
wild, shouting and laughing, feeling the 
wind in our hair and dodging mosquitos. 

A few years ago, I took my grandboy 
to Alaska. We went to Ruth’s place and pulled 
ourselves onto the two swings and started pumping. “Watch me,” I instructed him. I 
jumped off and turned around. He jumped, too, nearly yanking his arms off. 

“Oh dear! Time for a lesson.” And so, I taught him to pull his arms around to the 
inside before he jumped. “Now you won’t pull your arms out of your sockets!” 

He rubbed his shoulders – and laughed – and tried it the way I had shown him. 
“That’s better, Nomi,” he said with a big smile. 

And so, it was last summer that Ruth said quietly, “Swing with me.” Silently, we 
pulled ourselves onto the swings, each in our own thoughts. My eyes teared up. I 
slipped back in time and thought of us as two little girls. I could see her beside me, her 
brown hair curling in ringlets around her face. When we were ages four and five, we 
were uprooted from our Kansas prairie and transplanted to the Alaska tundra. Away 
from cousins and grandparents, we were there for each other. 

Yes, my dear sister, I will swing with you, then, now, and into the sunset.

• As a child, where did you swing? Schoolyard? Home? A park in your town? 
• What was your favorite playground piece of equipment?
• Do you swing now?
• With whom do you swing? 
• How do you feel when you swing?

Find Naomi on Face Book at Prescription for Adventure or at www.
prescriptionforadventure.com. Books can be purchased on the website 
or by calling 303.506.6181. In Kansas, they are available at: Faith & 
Life (Newton) or Kansas Originals (1-70 at Wilson.) 

Naomi and Ruth

The Dropped Stitch . . .
by Sharon Greve

Stress less
As individual as we are, we can certainly agree on more 

knitting, crocheting, less stress and good health.
Stressors can be temporary or long-term with major 

effects on our minds, bodies, spirits and affecting those around us. Stress ages our brains 
prematurely, which can lead to memory issues, high blood pressure, heart disease, obesity  
and diabetes.

Knitting and crocheting offer escapes from stress. The activity reduces blood levels of 
the stress hormone cortisol. They occupy our thoughts, lessening our brain’s capacity  to re-
spond to issues detrimental to our well-being. If we add a complex pattern of stitches, then 
our brain is made to work harder. The brain chemistry is changed, resulting in an increase 
in “feel good” hormones (i.e., serotonin, dopamine and endorphins). Concentration and 
“zoning out” mellows the body. Relaxed breathing occurs naturally in rhythm, easing 
the mind and relaxing the body. Ninety percent of insomnia patients in a knitting program 
improved their sleep.

ADAPT THE FOLLOWING TIPS TO DESTRESS WHILE STITCHING:
• Sit comfortably. Proper sitting posture can induce relaxation and pleasure.
• Sensations. Texture in research showed twice as significant as color at affecting 

mood. Touching something soft elicits a calming response. When combined with texture, 
color we like amplifies the benefit like a double whammy!

• Music. Studies indicate the power of music to calm the mind, reduce stress, lower 
blood pressure and alleviate pain. Music with a slow beat/rhythm can slow heartbeat, re-
duce anxiety, ease chronic pain and stimulate activity. All of which strengthen immunity 
over time.

• Aw, have a sip of hot cocoa. Chocolate, like all pleasurable foods, releases stress-
fighting endorphins in the brain. According to the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition, the 
flavanols in cocoa products may improve vascular function and protect the heart. Decaf tea 
and wine also contain flavanols and can be substituted for cocoa products.

• Social Contacts. Crafting with friends, a guild or as a yarn store drop-in not only low-
ers stress but also fights off diseases and increases longevity. Group settings often offer 
laughter which increases endorphins, known as bliss chemicals, into the brain. Who doesn’t 
need a good laugh these days? The more laughter, the merrier and the healthier we are.

• Availability. Keep a project nearby as a break from busy schedules and a refresh-
ing detox from a technology-saturated world. Enjoy the rare chance to be alone with your 
own private thoughts -- escape! Knitting and crocheting can go anywhere with us, so a 
powerful tool is always at our fingertips. After all, Eleanor Roosevelt took her knitting 
bag everywhere.

• Science has proven knitting and crocheting foster wellness in aging. Women make up 
the vast majority in the centenarian (over 100 years of age or older) category, so -- LET’S 
KEEP THE NEEDLES AND HOOKS MOVIN’!

©2019 Sharon Greve. Contact castonshar@charter.net  No reprint without permission.



Inspiration is all around
by Deb Heatherly

Is your quilting mojo in a rut? Do you need inspiration for your next project? Here 
are a few ideas that you may not have thought of.

The Garden Center: As winter ends and spring begins, stop by your local garden 
center. The rich greens and vivid colors of the new plants will help jumpstart your color 
senses. Take note of the flowers that really grab your eye and which flowers look great 
when placed next to each other. Look for those colors in fabric at your local quilt shop 
and then incorporate them into your next project. Surrounding yourself with the colors 
you love will help lift your spirits in a way that nothing else can.

Your local Quilt Shop: Plan to spend an afternoon perusing the books, patterns and 
displays in your favorite store. Something is sure to grab your eye, and the staff there 
can help you choose everything you need to get started. Take a friend and make it a 
girls’ day out. Shopping with a friend is always more fun than shopping alone. It might 
be just what you need to not only jumpstart your creativity but to also refresh your inner 
self. While there, ask for a list of upcoming classes. Sometimes taking a class and learn-
ing a new technique is just what you need to get going 
again. 

Antique Stores: I love to browse antique stores 
and, sometimes, it’s just what I need to spark an idea. 
I love to unfold and take a close look at the antique 
quilts, reflecting, as I do, on the quilters that came 
before us. I marvel at what they accomplished with 
limited supplies. Thinking about them cutting out all 
those pieces with just scissors and templates makes 
me very thankful for rotary cutters and acrylic rulers. 
Suddenly, cutting does not seem like such a chore, and 
many times I’m ready to rush home and get busy. 

Thrift Shops and Garage Sales: While a thrift 
store or garage sale might not seem like the place to 
get inspired, don’t count them out. On more than one 
occasion, I’ve come across an old magazine that con-
tained an article that caught my eye. At 10 to 25 cents 
each, this type of inspiration is a bargain. Mark the 
pages that make you stop and smile and ask yourself 
why they do. Is it the color, the pattern or both? Per-
haps your new project is hidden somewhere between 
the pages of this simple find. 

The Hardware Store: I used to tell hubby to go to 
these type stores without me, but that changed a few 
years back. You see while he looks at tools or house-
hold supplies, I’m busy browsing the rugs and flooring 
tiles. I’ve found that the colors and designs on the rugs 
can take on a whole new perspective when you look at 
them with quilting on your mind. Floor tiles, too, can 
take on a life of their own when you look at them with 
a quilting eye. 

Your Local Guild: If you are lucky enough to 
have a local quilting guild, it might be just the place 
to get you back in the groove. There, you can make 
new friends, learn new techniques and take advantage 
of the guest speakers who bring with them a wealth of 
knowledge and ideas as well as great quilts to show. 
Most guilds also host annual or biennial quilt shows. 
Take the time to go. One can’t help but get inspired by 
the quilts and vendors at a show. 

Facebook: If you have not joined my online Face 
book group “Grids Girls,” I invite you to do so. Our 

members are always sharing pictures of their projects and completions. There, with the 
click of a mouse, you can ask questions, get new ideas and soak in the excitement. With 
over 2200 members and growing, there’s always something going on. I host two mys-
tery projects in this group annually, and there is a wealth of knowledge to be gleaned 
from watching all of the fabric selections and how they come together in the end. I am 
always amazed at how different the same pattern looks when made in a variety of fab-
rics. 

In a nutshell, I guess what I’m saying is that inspiration is all around us. You just 
have to take the time to look. I challenge you to do just that and I guarantee that it won’t 
take long until you have a new project in mind. Watch out world. Let the cutting and 
stitching begin!

Deb Heatherly is a designer for Creative Grids® rulers and tools. When not in her studio, 
she is on the road doing Creative Grids® lectures and workshops for guilds and shops across the 
country. She is the designer of the Creative Grids Cat’s Cradle tool, Strippy Stars tool, Turbo 4 
Patch, Ultimate Flying Geese tool, and the new Cat’s Cradle XL. She is the author of the books 
‘Cat’itude, Strippy Stars, 4-Patch Panache, The Ultimate flying Geese Book, and Catitude XL. 
Visit her website at www.Debscatsnquilts.com. Creative Grids® fans are invited to join her Face-
book group page, Grids Girls. 
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The above template is to be used with the block featured in this 
issue’s quilt project. It is to be enlarged 200% to get correct mea-
surements. Fabric to be used is marked on each template. The full-
size template will be available on our website if you prefer to use it. 
Go to www.countryregister.com/kansas. Click on the current issue 
tab and then follow link to quilt projects.
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Sunflower Piecemakers host a panel 
challenge

LANSING, Kan. -- Oh my goodness … please bring spring for the Sunflower 
Piecemakers Quilt Guild 24th annual quilt show to be held Saturday, May 4, from 9 
am to 4 pm in Lansing, Kan. This year’s show will feature “panel challenge” quilts 
made by our members.

What’s a panel challenge?
Take a preprinted fabric panel and change it from its original print to something 

totally different by cutting it up, resewing, adding borders and/or blocks, hexified 
panels, whatever you can imagine doing!! It will be great fun to see what our mem-
bers come up with.

At 10 am and 11 am guild member Judy Vore will host a bed turning event. And 
what is a bed turning?

Well, it is a stack of beautiful quilts laying on what looks like a bed. As each 
quilt is turned down, the wonderful story behind that quilt is shared with you. What 
a heart-warming experience that will be. I am sure it may bring back your own fond 
memories of quilts made by your family and friends. May we suggest making it a day 
trip of the quilt show, lunch and lots of shopping? Guild members will have a list of 
places you might like to go “after,” of course, attending the quilt show!!

The guild does not charge admission. Members will have beautiful current quilts, 
a vendor mall, used book sale and a guild boutique. And, don’t miss out on the chance 
to purchase tickets to win the guild opportunity quilt to be given away in November 
(need not be present to win.)

See you at the quilt show.

Essential Oils . . . .
Clary Sage Essential Oil 

(Salvia sclarea)

By Wanda Headrick
Clary sage (Salvia sclarea) is a biennial or perennial herb with greyish, velvety, 

heart-shaped leaves and pale-blue, violet-pink or white flowers. It is grown commer-
cially in multiple countries throughout the world, including Europe, the United States, 
England, Russia and Morocco. Clary sage essential oil is produced by steam distillation 
of the flowering tops and foliage of the clary sage (salvia sclarea) herb plant. Distilla-
tion produces a colorless to pale yellow to pale olive colored essential oil with a nutty, 
sweet, fruity, floral, herbaceous odor. 

The English name “clary” comes from the Latin word “sclarea,” which is derived 
from the word “clarus,” which means to clear. Over time clary was gradually modified 
to Clear Eye as the herb was used for clearing mucous from the eyes. In the Middle 
Ages it was referred to as “Oculus Christi” meaning eye of Christ. Originally grown in 
Southern Europe, it was often planted in German vineyards. There it was sometimes 
used as a substitute for hops in brewing beer. This added an intoxicating effect! Clary 
sage was also used as a source of sclereol, which is a flavoring in tobaccos. Today clary 
sage essential oil is often used as an ingredient in perfumes. Clary sage essential oil is 
rich in esters, a chemical known for their antispasmodic and sedative properties. 

Therapeutic properties of clary sage (Salvia sclarea) essential oil include antidepres-
sant, antispasmodic, antiseptic, deodorant, emmenagogue, hypotensive, nervine, seda-
tive, uterine and others. 

Clary sage essential oil can be very sedative, making concentration difficult. It is 
also best not to use alcohol when using clary sage essential oil, as nausea may result. 
Large doses of clary sage essential oil can also produce headaches. Clary sage essential 
oil is considered non-toxic, non-irritant and non-sensitizing. The oil should be used with 
caution during pregnancy due to its muscle relaxing properties on the uterine muscles. 
However, it is not considered to be an abortifacient in aromatherapy as it is used in such 
small amounts. 

Clary sage essential oil is considered beneficial for treating anxiety, stress, nervous 
tension and depression. Clary sage essential oil also has a balancing effect: strengthen-
ing yet relaxing and a wonderful tonic for mental and nervous fatigue. It is helpful to 
ease a racing mind and panic states through its warm relaxing effects. This encourages 
the feeling of well-being, helping one see life in perspective. It is an excellent pick-me-
up for the nerves. Clary sage essential oil is one of the most important essential oils as 
a remedy in all three phases of a woman’s life: menstrual cycle, childbirth and meno-
pause. Clary sage essential oil is also recommended for treating asthma as it relaxes 
spasms in the bronchial tube, helping to reduce anxiety and emotional tension often as

sociated with asthma. Clary sage essential oil is known to help prevent excessive 
sweating, oily skin, greasy hair and dandruff by its ability to help regulate sebum 
production. My favorite use is on tight, tense, sore muscles -- especially when used 
with basil and lavender and cypress. That is the essential oil blend I will share with 
you today. With the spring season arriving, we all are excited to be outside working in 
our gardens, flowerbeds and lawns --- until that evening and the following morning. 
Then we feel our muscles reminding us of all we had not done in several months! I am 
confident you will enjoy this blend and find it useful.

Spring Time Overworked Muscle Massage Essential Oil Blend
 Clary Sage Essential Oil   30 drops
 Basil Essential Oil    15 drops
 Lavender Essential Oil   50 drops
 Cypress Essential Oil    50 drops
 Grape Seed Oil    5.5- 6 ounces
 Emu Oil     2 ounce 
In an Amber Brown 8oz bottle with a tight-fitting lid, blend all the above essential 

oils. Add 2 ounces of emu oil and fill the rest of the bottle with grape seed oil. Rotate 
the tightly closed bottle gently to mix the essential oils and the carrier oils of emu and 
grape seed. You can use this blend immediately. However, it will “synergize” to full 
potential and its true essence after it has been allowed to blend for four days. This can 
be used as a full body massage oil as often as needed. Especially after a shower or bath 
before bedtime. During the day it can be used every 2-6 hours as needed to control sore, 
stiff, painful, overworked muscles. 

For Pure Essential Oils and other natural products or empty con-
tainers go to www.flinthillsaromatherapy.com.You may also call: call 
620-394-2250 or e-mail info@flinthillsaromatherapy.com This blend 
will also be provided “pre-blended” upon request. 
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Heirloom tomatoes
by Wendi Rogers, Ph.D.

When all you want are tomato plants, walking into a local garden 
center can be overwhelming. Patented hybrid varieties promise disease 
and fungal resistance. Heirloom varieties pledge to provide different 
colors and tastes. Where do you start in selecting your favorite bacon, 
lettuce and tomato sandwich ingredient?

 Heirloom tomato seeds were grown out and handed down by genera-
tions of tomato growers, were brought over from Europe by immigrants, 
or are of unknown origins. The Victorians developed many dog breeds, 
such as the English setter and golden retriever, and also directed their 
efforts to creating different tomato varieties. Many varieties released by 
universities or Extension Services are open source. Open source means 
you can save the seeds of your favorite tomato plant. Open source places 
Extension-developed varieties into the heirloom category.

Heirloom varieties come in a plethora of shapes, colors and tastes. 
Understanding what you are doing with the harvested tomatoes is a good 
first step in variety selection. There exists an heirloom tomato for every 
need.

Brandywine was first described in print in the late 1880s. However, Brandywine 
appeared on seed exchanges only in the mid-1980s. Brandywine is a round to beefsteak-
type tomato. The Brandywine color, pink to red to almost purple, depends on the seed 
source. Each tomato weighs 8 - 24 oz. Brandywine fruit will crack if the tomato fruit 
grows to fast.

Amish Paste is a red, oxheart-shaped tomato originating in the 1870s in Wisconsin 
or Pennsylvania Amish communities. Amish Paste became available in the mid-1980s. 
Amish Paste produces a meaty, 6 – 12 oz tomato. It is juicier than most paste-type 
tomatoes. Amish Paste tomatoes flourish in the Northern parts of the U.S. as well as the 
Southeast.

Travelers Tomato, commonly and mistakenly identified as Arkansas Traveler, was 
released by the University of Arkansas in 1971. Travelers Tomato delivers a consistent, 
pink, 6 - 8 oz slicing tomato bred for its skin to remain intact in high humidity or after 
an excessive amount of rain. The Travelers Tomato variety was developed to improve 
production of cash crop tomatoes grown on Arkansas small family farms. The pink 
tomatoes were intended for local, mid-20th century canneries.

In theory, heirloom tomatoes are open source so you can save seeds. Please, read 
seed packages and live plant labels. Seed catalog descriptions may provide no seed 
saving information. Several heirloom varieties are now owned by large, international 
companies. The tomato varieties are marketed as heirlooms. Be sure you know what 
you can do with what you are buying.

Identify the best tomato variety for your location. Consult your County Extension 
office or local garden club for a list of heirloom varieties that do well where you live. 
Garden clubs may introduce you to a local-bred seed source.

Maybe for you the best tomato variety is family-shared tomato seeds. You remem-
ber your grandmother slicing and serving the tomato, still warm from the summer sun, 
sprinkled with salt, black pepper and oil. Maybe you need buckets of paste tomatoes for 
your Uncle Ray’s tomato sauce. Maybe you grow your own dark burgundy Brandywine 
because it is so good. The important thing is to have fun. The bacon, lettuce, and tomato 

sandwich will taste wonderful.
Wendi Rogers lives in Wabaunsee County, Kansas, and began 

gardening when she started and sold her first marigold seedlings 
when she was 8 years old. She has a Ph.D. in Agronomy from the 
University of Missouri, a Master of Science in Animal and Range 
Science from North Dakota State University and a Bachelor of Sci-
ence in Biology from Fort Hays State University. She likes to help 
people grow their own food.
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Back Porch Break . . .
A burst of springtime
by Nancy Parker Brummett

Each year in late February or early March 
my dad would come into the kitchen of our Ten-
nessee home carrying long branches he had cut 
off the forsythia bush in our side yard. To us, the 
branches looked just as lifeless as all the others 
on the trees and bushes outside, but Dad placed them in a vase of warm water and put 
them on the windowsill.

The next day, my sisters and I would marvel at the tiny buds beginning to appear. 
Within three days the branches would be alive with radiant yellow flowers!Although it 
might still be gray and gloomy outside, we had a burst of sunshine in our kitchen win-
dow, and a promise that spring was on the way.

How can we bring that kind of springtime into the hearts and lives of people we 
know? We can do it literally, by forcing bulbs and delivering a basket of blooming tu-
lips or hyacinths to a friend having a long winter of the soul. Or by planning a visit to 
a botanic garden where she can breathe in the sights and smells of a green spring long 
before it’s in full bloom in her neighborhood.

We can also bring springtime feelings into the souls of others, especially older 
adults, by helping them remember times in their childhood that were carefree and 
happy, or by listening patiently as they share fond memories of loved ones lost and days 
gone by. 

Or maybe it’s the more permanent message of springtime renewal that we hope to 
deliver, one that will have long-lasting, even eternal effects. Martin Luther wrote, “Our 
Lord has written the promise of the Resurrection not in books alone, but in every leaf of 
springtime.”

Let the crocuses pushing their way through the late snows, the tulips standing tall, 
the trees covered in bright green leaves, be the signs we need to remind us that Easter 
is coming! Easter, the day where believers everywhere celebrate the truth of John 3:16: 
“For God so loved the world that he gave his one and only son, that whoever believes in 
him shall not perish but have eternal life.”

So, if, like the yellow forsythia, you deliver a burst of springtime to someone this 
year, consider adding a message of eternal hope. Remind them that Easter is coming!It 
could be just the encouragement they need.

Nancy Parker Brummett is an author and freelance writer in Colorado Springs, CO. 
“Like” her author page on Facebook, or to learn more about her life and work, visit 
www.nancyparkerbrummett.com.



around and through both front and back legs. Then he stood up, grabbed Duke’s tail 
and leaned at an angle away from him. Duke stood nonchalantly relaxed, not moving a 
muscle except to let Dad through his legs. How we loved and trusted that horse! 

Well, on that sixth day, Dad had my sister in his lap telling her everything he could 
think of about Dukie-boy. He held her with one hand and had an Eskimo Pie ice cream 
bar in his other hand. All of a sudden, she came to and reached for the ice cream bar!! 
Without thinking about her throat, she took a bite and swallowed! With that and the 
light in her eyes, Dad said he knew she was going to be ok. He had his little girl back! 
I think she had one or two tests back at the medical center in future years. I believe the 
last one was while she was in high school. She never tested anything but normal. 

God used the love of that horse and ice cream to bring her out of that coma and it 
was the beginning of her recovery. The trach scar on her throat was one of the everyday 
reminders of what she had come through. In grade school, she became self-conscious 
and embarrassed by the scar because no one else had one and kids would ask her about 
it. It was probably Mom who began calling it her butterfly and made it into something 
really special. To this day, my sister has her special butterfly and we still have our beau-
tiful sister as another of our family’s miracles!                                       

God is good.

Written by Sherry Osland of Praise Works Quilting in Abilene. 
In business and ministry for 15 years. For examples of quilting 
(as well as pictures of Hand-braided rugs and Quilts That Redeem 
books, for sale) go to: facebook.com/praiseworksquilting Contact 
information: sherryo51@hotmail.com or 785-263-4600.
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Slices of Life . . . 
My little sister
By Sherry Osland

While living on a dairy farm in southeast Kansas, my siblings consisted of my sister 
three years older than me, a brother younger than me by two years, followed by frater-
nal twins four years still younger. Back then, we lived through hot summers without 
air-conditioning. Ugh! For those too young to remember such a time, think HOT, HOT, 
miserable HOT! The only relief was wearing light-weight cotton clothing and hanging 
wet cloths so fans could blow air through them for a bit of a breeze – ANY breeze. I 
can’t fathom even earlier days before there were electric fans! 

The summer that the twins were 2 years old, it was particularly hot and miserable. 
I’ll never forget in my 6-year-old mind the picture of my little sister lying on a sheet on 
the dining room floor in just her little panties. She was sick and feverish and slept a lot 
that day. Mom was worried and tried everything to cool her down. 

Just as my family had experienced a miracle five years earlier when our house 
burned to the ground (but we safely got out) we were about to receive yet another one. 

If you’ve never seen anyone go into convulsions, believe me, it’s a horrific experi-
ence no matter what age you are. Most of the telling of this story is hearing about it in 
later years when I was old enough to better understand, but seeing her convulsions are 
forever in my memory banks. As my sister’s fever spiked higher, my folks rushed her 
to our family doctor. Upon examining her, he put her in an ambulance, with the words, 
“I don’t think she’s going to make it” and sent them on to the area’s larger, renowned 
medical center. Later, Mom told of riding in the ambulance that night kneeling on the 
hot floor – her knees burning from being on top of the exhaust. The ride to the medical 
center was interminably long. When the doctors met them there, my folks were, again, 
told she likely wouldn’t make it. She went into a coma. Her temperature had reached 
107 degrees and “if” she came to, she would most likely be a vegetable. The doctors 
found she had been bitten by an infected mosquito. The diagnosis was viral encephalitis. 
My folks told of sitting those days by her bedside waiting, watching, praying for ANY 
minute sign of recognition or movement from her.

Meanwhile, the other four of us kids were parceled out to aunts and uncles. We 
weren’t aware what was going on except our sister was very sick, even Mom and Dad 
were scared and, all of a sudden, they went away. We rarely stayed overnight anywhere, 
and we were never away from Mom and Dad for any length of time. The aunt and uncle 
(bless their hearts) who kept me and one of my brothers had no children of their own at 
that time, but my aunt came up with fun things to keep us distracted and pre-occupied. 
They had a picnic table in the yard and a garden full of cucumbers of all sizes. My aunt 
put the BIG ones on the table, gave us table knives, toothpicks, marshmallows and let us 
create all the animals on Noah’s Ark that we could think of! All of this was a very novel 
experience for us. 

Back at the medical center, my sister had had a trach put in because she had been un-
able to swallow. Finally, on the sixth day of her coma, a couple of things happened. 

A bit of background here . . . Just like a lot of families have that one specially loved 
dog, our family also had a specially loved horse. His name was Duke, i.e. Dukie-boy to 
five little kids. Duke was a beautiful sorrel gelding that Dad had raised from a colt. He 
had a most gentle disposition, and Dad had worked with him to make sure he would be 
safe with his five children. (My Dad was a horseman his whole life; starting when he 
rode a pony to and from country school when he was a tyke to round-ups by horse on 
a ranch in Western Kansas.) We have family movies of Duke with all five of us sitting 
(in graduated sizes) on him – filling his back from neck to rump! The movie shows Dad 
dropping the reins, getting on his hands and knees and crawling under Duke’s belly, 
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Calendar of Events
When making a road trip, always call ahead to 
confirm times and dates. We make every attempt 
to provide accurate information, but there are 
instances when things change. Always check 
weather conditions and travel safe.

April
 March 29- April 6…Prairie Stars Shop Hop, Various (southwest)
 3-6…Ad Astra Adventures Quilt Shop Hop, Various (northeast)
 4-6 & 11-13…Kansas Prairie Shop Hop “Quilt Round-Up,” Various, p. 15
 4-6…Spring Open House @ Elsie Grace’s, Frankfort, p. 17
 5-6…Handi Quilter Educator Event @ A-1 Sewing Center, Wichita, p. 7
 6…Grand Opening @ Birds of a Feather Quilt Shop, Dodge city, p. 10
 7…Found Things Booth @ the Unique Antique Market, Wichita, p. 6
 11…Magic Triangle Table Topper Class @ Needle in a Haystack, Severy, p. 6
 13…Bindle Bag Class @ Needle in a Haystack, Severy, p. 6
 13…Wonderfil 100 wt. Invisifil Thread Technique Event @ A-1 Sewing Center,  
  Wichita, p. 7
 13-14…Flinthills Aromatherapy Booth @ Art at the Arb – Bartlett Arboretum,  
  Atlanta, p. 7
 18-27…Northwest Kansas Shop Hop, Various
 23-28...Country Quilt Stroll & Quilt Show, Kechi, p. 6
 27…Victory Day, Concordia, p. 14
 27…Workshop and Trunk Show @ Bill’s Sewing Center, Pleasantview, p. 5
 27…Local Yarn Day Festivities @ The Shivering Sheep, Abilene, p. 16

May
 1-5…Birthday Celebration @ Sew What Quilt shop, Marion, p. 4
 2-5…The Big Kansas Road Trip, p. 23
 3-5…Vintage Inspired Prospectors Spring Market, Park City, p. 13
 4…Sunflower Piecemakers Quilt Show, Lansing, p. 20
 4…Spring Fling @ Craft-ee Crafters Craft Mall, Topeka, p. 19
 11…47th Annual Garnett Square Fair, p. 22
 11…Abilene Antique Fest, p. 16
 17-18…Anita Goodesign University 501 Event @ A-1 Sewing Center, Wichita, p. 7
 31-June 1…Orphan Train Celebration, Concordia, p. 14

June
 8…Quilts in the Courtyard Quilt Show, Holton, p. 18
 13-15…Kansas City Regional Quilt Festival, Overland Park, p. 12
 14-15…Love of Junk – Walla Walla Vintage Market, p. 12

     In this issue of The Country Register, we will give away a $50 gift 
certificate. Use your gift certificate to go shopping at your favorite 

Country Register advertiser. The winners will be announced in the next 
issue.   Deadline  for entry is  MAY 15, 2019.  

(Names are not sold, given away or used for any other purpose.)

To enter, complete this form and mail to:  
The Country Register, 988 9th Ave, McPherson, KS 67460

Want to save a stamp?
Just email the above information to: kansas@countryregister.com

OR enter on the website at www.countryregister.com/kansas click on 
the Contact Us tab and fill in the necessary information.

Drawing Entry Form
Name_____________________________Phone_____________________
Address, City ST_____________________________________________________

E-mail address: __________________________________________________________

If I win, I would like my $50 Gift Certificate from: (list a current advertiser from this paper)   

__________________________________________________________________

I enjoy visiting the above chosen shop because: 

_

I picked up this issue of The Country Register at_______________________________

Do you tell the shops you saw their ad in the paper?     Always      Sometimes       Never

Comments and/or Suggestions about The Country Register? Please include a note. 

And the Winners Are . . . .
April/May 2019 Gift Certificate Winner

Congratulations to our lucky winner, Louetta Erwin of Emporia! Louetta has chosen 
to spend her $50 prize at the new quilting studio in her very own town, Exit Now Quilt-
ing Studio, which she says is a “very new and neat shop.” Exit Now Quilting Studio has 
just opened its doors in February of this year and has already drawn a good amount of 
attention from our readers. If you are just hearing about it, maybe you should make a 
stop yourself. Louetta says she enjoys reading The Country Register of Kansas because 
of all the new ideas she gets.

We hope you enjoy your time shopping at your local quilting store Louetta.  

Papa Baldy’s 
Jumbo Mushroom Popcorn
Locally Grown in McPherson, KS 
It’s All About the Popcorn

Now Available in our Online Store at 
www.papabaldys.com

Also Available in Retail Stores.
See our Facebook page to find a 

location near you! 
Also selling bulk to popcorn vendors. 

Call 620-241-7997 for more information!
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KISSed Quilts 

Thankful for Mom
by Marlene Oddie

As we celebrate Mother’s Day, I want to take a moment to honor my own mother by 
sharing with you a bit of her story.

We lost my dad this past August. He was my mom’s everything partner for the past 
almost 56 years. They did the same degrees at the same college, they taught at the same 
schools for 40 years and, for many of those, even shared an office. They raised us to 
enjoy adventure during vacations 
and appreciate God’s nature and the 
act of service.

When mom was diagnosed with 
breast cancer more than 10 years ago 
now, I thought she needed a distrac-
tion and encouraged her to make a 
quilt. I carefully curated fabrics that 
had beautiful iceland poppies -- her 
favorite! She then found some em-
broidered dutch children on muslin 
that she had stitched more than 50 
years previously. So I designed a 
quilt to incorporate them. When her 
neighbor said she needed to do it by 
hand due to the age of the blocks, I 
redesigned it to have fewer seams. 
She diligently pieced the top and then 
was convinced to quilt it by hand as 
well. Due to the heat in the summers, 
this took awhile but she did complete 
it. About 10 years later she pieced the 
iceland poppy quilt -- upsized to a 
king -- while visiting me for a moth-
er-daughter week. What a wonderful 
gift to have the time together and to 
celebrate 10 years without cancer.

In retirement, Mom has been 
involved with a “It’s My Very Own” 
chapter in Apache Junction, AZ, that 
creates Bags of Love full of items in 
10 age/gender appropriate catego-
ries. They recently added a special needs category that includes special items for older 
disabled children. There have been features in the paper, articles in magazines (even a 
cover) and news segments that aired locally, sharing the good work that this group does. 
This coverage has resulted in many connections with area organizations that have made 
generous donations for which they are very thankful. Recently, they prayed hoping for 

a way to get many bags to Paradise, CA, after 
the fires. A few hours later, a friend of the group 
showed up with his truck feeling impressed to 
load up the bags, if they would allow, and haul 
them to Paradise! An answer to prayer!

Occassionally I am able to get her to make 
samples for me. Here are two she has done recent-
ly. These fabrics are available in the online shop 
at my website. Tahoe is the larger quilt design by 
Cluck Cluck Sew with 3wishes -Kohana fabrics. 
The table runner is a Triangle Frenzy design using 
a Catalina fabric border stripe.

I’m looking forward to spending quality time with my mom this year on several oc-
cassions. Happy Mother’s Day! I love you!

Marlene Oddie (marlene@kissedquilts.com) is an engineer by education, project 
manager by profession and now a quilter by passion in Grand Coulee, WA, at her quilt 
shop, KISSed Quilts. She enjoys long-arm quilting on her Gammill Optimum Plus, but 
especially enjoys designing quilts and assisting in the creation of a meaningful trea-
sure for the recipient. Patterns, kits and fabric are available at http://www.kissedquilts.
com. Follow Marlene’s adventures via http://www.facebook.com/kissedquilts, http://
kissedquilts.blogspot.com, instagram marlene.kissedquilts, twitter @kissedquilts, and 
pinterest marleneoddie.

Appliqué Needle Felting Instructions
By Deb Stratton

1) Start by laying down the base fabric over the needle felting mat, positioning 
the area to be appliquéd. If appliqueing on a sleeve, you may have to cut a smaller 
piece of foam work surface to fit up sleeve.

2) Decide what design you would like to start with. Tracing out your design on 
the base fabric with a Vanishing fabric marker or using a tracing tool like a shaped 
cookie cutter may be helpful. 

3) Lay down your carded wool/roving, that you want to attach, onto the base fab-
ric in the orientation you like. Starting out with smaller amounts of wool and adding 
more wool as you need to it is better and gives you more control with your design.

4) Using the needle felting tool, or a single needle, start poking the needles down 
through the carded wool/roving into and through the base fabric. The needles have 
barbs that catch the fibers from the appliqué piece and push them down into the base 
fabric.  You may need to lift your project off your work surface periodically so as not 
to “felt” your project to your foam work surface. Make sure to cover the whole piece 
with needling, paying attention to edges so they don’t pop up.

5) Enjoy your felt appliqué!
*article by Deb Stratton of Emma‘s Garden Primitives which can be found at 

Wool-ology: 413-350-5158; info@woolology.com; www.woolology.com or via Face-
book as wool-ology. Wool-ology is building community through fiber art as a natural 
fiber shop and maker space.  


